KS4 Pathways Evening – Tuesday 27th November 2018
Survey Results (54 responses)
Many thanks to all parents, carers and students who attended the briefing. I asked parents / carers to
complete an evaluation at the end of the session on 27th November, and would like to share the results.
Question 1 : The event helped me understand the options process
The average score for his question was 4.41 (agree)
Question 2 : The information will help me support my child in choosing their KS4 programme of study
The average score for this question was 4.46 (agree)
Question 3 : The school provides a broad and balanced curriculum from which to choose options
The average score for this question was 4.28 (agree)
Question 4 : I am aware of the key positive learning behaviours the school is promoting
The average score for this question was 4.22 (agree)
Question 5 : The school has high expectations of my child
The average score for this question was 4.52 (agree)
Which part of the evening did you find most helpful?




















being able to talk to teachers
imedia and computer science
talking to each subject
helpful teachers
meeting teachers
talk in the hall
clear curriculum explanation and high expectations
link to careers
talk by mr rapley
introduction and being able to speak to teachers
It was really great
being able to take information home
Good format
Speech and stalls were helpful
science, comp science and imedia
getting individual perspectives
brilliant - very informative
being told how it works. The meeting in the hall gave me a
better understanding
2 separate presentations

How could the event be improved?















space out work stations more
air conditioning
more description of each subject in meeting
crowded
more info to take away
queuing
need more directions
more staff on hand to answer questions
expectations too high of SEN
presentation was a little rushed
stagger event
start a little later
coffee, cakes and other food
more options for SEN pupils

Is there any additional information or support you feel the school should be introducing to further
help your child succeed at KS4?

















discussions re set movements
careers information and guidance
stagger event
subject talks
more subject based in rooms
more on apprenticeships
subject appointments
all topics in one place
list of internet sites
start a little later
presentation was a little rushed
consider non-academic children
more info on links to higher education
more on future opportunities
more awareness of what work has been set for students (individual learning)
2 separate presentations

